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**Title word cross-reference**

\[ k \] [LMVRA+20].

-\textit{nearest} \[ LMVRA+20 \].

161 [NBGC20a]. 19 [GMCA21, STM+22, Tok22].

2018 [EHB21]. 2020 [Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20s, Ano20r, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano20w, Ano20x]. 2021 [Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21t, Ano21s, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano21y, Ano21z]. 2022 [Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22s, Ano22r, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x]. 2023 [Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23l, Ano23m, Ano23o, Ano23n, Ano23p, Ano23q, Ano23r]. 25012 [GRV+21].

3 [RSL+21].

5 [GKAHMO22].

61131 [RSL+21]. 61131-3 [RSL+21].

abstract [KKE21, PSZ21]. abstracted [YML+22]. abstractions [AGL21].

academia [WSL+20]. academic [FdSN+20, WCH+22]. acceptance [Bat20, BbASP23, FFV+23, LNST21].

access [LSB+22, SLL20, SHWR22, SV20, WCH+22].
Accessibility
[LSFE21, PFdMF21, ZFC+22].

Algorithm [MLPC20, CHLT23, FR20, SVVD21, XBS21, YLW+21, YZS22, YDP22, dSidA23].


agriculture [SSO+23]. AI [DMM+23, DL21, FEBO22, HKP23, MRM+21, TGX+22, VKJ+21]. aide [CA20].
automotive [BB22, GCLB22, KRS+21a, KRS+21b, Vog20, WKP20]. autonomic [WFR21]. Autonomous


Cloud-integrated [RFB20]. Clouds
[CYW21, HTB21, LLIW22, YZZS22]. Cluster
[HXJ+20]. Clustering [TCA22, FR20,
MPGB22, SXL+22, XLY+21, YDP22].
clustering-based [XLY+21]. Clusters
[SCB22]. CM [CBW+23]. CM-CASL
[CBW+23]. CNN [LWP+21]. CO
[AA22, IZAD21, JZM21, NMRS22, THB22].
co-change [NMRS22]. co-changed
[JZM21]. co-evolutionary [AA22].
Co-Location-Resistant [THB22].
co-occurrence [IZAD21]. Code
[CND22, EHB21, LPPG20, SELS21,
VBMB20, ZYL+22, AA23, AKS20,
ACC++20, AEG22, ANC+23, BSGN21,
CJZ+20, DN21, FFSB23, GJW+22, GSM+23,
HMRI21, HS21, HELW20, Hor21, HPZ+20,
HLZ+23, HHJ+20, HZT+20, HHZ23,
JSTW22, KBBM20, LALM23, LLL+22,
LNST21, LWP+21, LDT22, MAP+20,
MFBB20, MCV23, MCH22, MHOM22,
MLBD21, MRR+20, NAD+20, OSM+23,
OEW22, DDPT20, PZDG21, PDDD20,
PCC+20, RBS+23, RB23, SK22b, SAZ22,
SRD+21, TTB+23, TOO+23, WDXX23,
WTG23, YZC+23, YWS23, YU22, YWLZ23,
ZCLP21, ZFG+23, ZSZ+22, ZPP21, vBD21,
FAG+20, EBSB23, SWG+20, WUK+21].
Code-quality [CND22]. CodeBERT
[YZC+23]. Coder [GPPDLF23]. CoDEvo
[SOMSCT23]. cognitions [LWC20].
Cognitive [LALM23, AA23, EN23, KL20].
Cohen [PDGMM20]. coincidental [SKP20].
Colla [BEM+23]. Colla-Config [BEM+23].
collaborating [ACA+23]. collaboration
[CFP+21, HSB23, ROL21]. collaborations
[CMP+20, WSL+20]. Collaborative
[DAK23, BEM+23, CBW+23, DLX+23,
DPGBP23, LXYL20, SGW+22]. collect
[MN23]. collectivism [ZLS22]. Colombia
[MVGHT22]. colony [BH20]. Column
[SOMSCT23]. combination [LXYL20].
combinations [HZT+20]. combinatorial
[JT20, MAC+22]. Combine [CLZ+23].
combining [BBW22, CYW21, TTB+23].
comment [LWP+21, RPL+21, RBS+23].
commenting [HHJ+20]. comments
[BGE+21, BSGN21, GDM21, RMOGA20,
STW23]. commit
[DCM20, ETY+22, HELW20, PMDN20].
commits [AES22, LQY+22]. common
[RMT+22]. CommitPst [HHJ+20].
communication [AC21, AHL22,
BDL21, GS20, LCT22, SG22].
community [ES23, FVDF21a, FVDF21b,
GW23, KR23, PT21]. community-wide
[FVDF21a, FVDF21b]. companies
[VHB21, ZH21, ZH22]. companion
[RPT23]. company [APB20]. comparative
[XLY+21, ZGW+20b, vBD21]. compared
[WGL+22]. Comparing [KGS23].
Comparison [CBW+23]. EFPC21,
KRLS+20, LPS+23, SGV22, TGG21].
Comparison-based [CBW+23].
competence [AWA+22]. competencies
[AGP22]. competing [BFHC20].
complement [JWZM20]. complete
[ZGW+20a]. Complex
[AAG1, MCSAG2B]. Complexity
[LALM23, AM23, Tai20]. Component
[CCS20, BRS23, DSO20, Hei20].
Component-based [CCS20, DSO20, Hei20].
components [BMB20, BGL+22, LMZT22].
composite [WZ21]. composition
[CZW20, RFB20, RFB+22]. compositional
[HKP23]. comprehension [AGL21].
comprehensive [BG20, RPS+23, XYL+21,
YWS23, YMDM21, MCSAG2B].
computation [Mas22]. Computational
[BFL23, AM23, SGW+22]. computer
[YOH+23]. computing [CDLN21, CSLN23,
DHM+21, DTZ+22, GRT+20, GM20,
KAW+23, MPGB22, PBC+23, TGX+22].
Concept [WZ21, AC21, ROL21].
Concepts [LSBG21]. conceptual
[BEAK21, HGH+23]. concerns
developed [LGKT22]. Developer [AES22, BGMB20, HATG21, RPS+23, WLC+20]. developer-informed [RPS+23].

developers [AWA+22, BSDB20, CAC20, EBAR21, GGB+22, MCH22, MRA22h, NDDD20, PFC+23, PCC+20, SGG22, WCZW22, ZLS22]. developing [WCZW22].


DevOps [CVC21, WLS20]. DHS [RJ23], diagnostics [DSM20], diagram [CZLN22], diagrams [BHHQ+22, SS23, SHWR22, ZXW20].

differed [LTM23], difference [YCWD23], differential [LXLZ20].

digging [IR22], Digital [BNMW23, DJR+22], dimensional [AAC21, LCC+23a], dimensionality [CWGS23], direct [SELS21],
direct-learning [SELS21], directed [aSLF+22], directions [IPB23, RFB+22, SCB22], discipline [KSG+22].

Discovering [ZB22], discovery [GMS22], discrete [LHN20]. Discussed [THN20, SHB21], discussions [NLZ+21], distance [LMVR+20].

Distributed [ADS+22, RSM+23, AZR+21, ACD+21, BSDB20, HKP+23, LLW+22, MPX20, RAGCSS+20], distribution [RK20, dSLdA23].

diversification [SMB+20]. Diversified [CZW20].

Diversity [KA22, HSVMB20, MILBD21, WKP20]. Diversity-driven [KA22].

documentation [BRO+22, Vid22]. DoD [RJ23]. Does [JST+23, LLST20, LNST21, BS23, FEBO22].

Domain [AFJ+20, DJR+22, BPP+22, BB22, CVC21, DL22, GKB+21, KL20, SZ22, SJ+22, VWSCH23]. Domain-based [AFJ+20], domain-oriented [DL22].

domain-specific [BPP+22, VWSCH23].

Done [KOPN22]. DongTing [DFC+23].

Don’t [ACG+21]. drift [WZZ21].

drift-aware [WZZ21]. Driven [ALS21, DAML23, FBMR20, IBP21, KR52W22, AIH20, BCF+21, BCF+22, BM23, CDE22, EBAR21, FJvdW20, GB20, KA22, KFIA23, LY+22, NBG+20a, NBG+20b, RJ23, SSS22, VGS+23].

drivers [MMB22].

Driving [ALZ+20]. DSL [MN21a].

Dual [LYZ+22].

duplicate [JST+23]. duration [YZS22].

during [GBMF22, STM+22, Tok22]. Dynamic [MCMA21, PCJNP23, ACC+20, AdBGZ+23, dACO21, ISKB20, MdSKD22, RFB+22, SMKI23, WXL+20, WTS23, ZXW20, dCMM+22, APAF21, GMS22].

E-SC4R [TCA22].

E4Cloud [CNDLL20].

Early [LTJ+20, LL21]. ECCOLA [VKJ+21].

echo [PSGD23]. Eclipse [KCMD21].


Ecosystems [ROL21].

Edge [MSC20, BFF+21, CAZ+22, CFF+23, DHM+21, DTZ+22, MPGB22, XDL+22, AM23]. edge-based [CAZ+22], edge-cloud [BBF+21].

Edge-Fog [MSC20].

EdgeWorkflow [XDL+22], editor [FBMR20].

Editorial [Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m, Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j].
Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano23j, Ano23k, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, BTSC23, CSND22, GRLA20, Effective [AWA22, CAC20, LWC20, LST20].

Effective [FLP20, AHT21, GGMB22, HXJ20, MSMB21, OS20, QWHH23, XBS21, YLW21].

effectiveness [GBMF22, LWZ21, TGG21].

Effects [DFB20, JH20, RMT22, Tai20, TSP20, VHB21, WLC20, WLC20, WLC20].

Efficient [MSMB21, Mas22, ZPG23, FR20, HLL21, ISKB20, YPD22],
efficiently [EBAR21].

Effort [dACOdS23, DFB20, JH20, dACO21, LGKT22].

elastic [VSTK21].

Electricity [EBAR21].

eort [EBAR21].

HLL21, ISKB20, YDP22].

ecient [MSMB21, Mas22, ZPG23, FR20, HLL21, ISKB20, YPD22].

End-user [AAZB23, BSCS23, MDWS23, SSO23, BFL23].

endpoint [SZ22].

Energy [GS20, CNdLL20, PCC20].

energy-aware [CNdLL20].

Enforcement [BRS23].

engagement [Tok22].

e [TOK22].

engineer [HIDT21].

engineer [CKP20].


engineering-enhancement [PDG2T20].

engineers [SM20a, STM22].

engines [PPM21].

enhance [XTF21].

enhanced [NDP21, VTS22, ZL2W23, ZYZZ21].

enhancement [PDG2T20].

Enhancing [CJZ20, CDLN21, GRdAL23, B2C23].

Ensemble [dACO21, BK20, dACOdS23].

Enterprise [SVAG20].

entities [JZM21, OEW22, entity [JWZ20, ZLS20].

entropy [YWL23].

Environment [MSC20, BBF21, NMG20, GMS22].

environments [GTT20, MPG22, RFB22, YAA21, ZPL21].

equivalence [MAK21].

equivalent [MAK21].

Era [AX21].

erroneous [SSP21].

Error [TGG2, L21].

errors [CKP20].

ERTMS [NMG20].

ERTMS/ETCS [NMG20].

ES6 [PZDG21].

established [SM21].

establishment [IR21].

estimates [MGSC22].

Estimating [ETY22].

estimation [JH20, R23, dSId23, dACO21, dACOdS23].

ETCS [NMG20].

Ethereum [BMP22, HLL23, PBC23, YML22].

ethically [VKJ21].

ethnography [NdSR21].

ETL [AZK20].

EUDability [BFL23].

European [GCF22].

Evaluating [BHHQ22, BFD22, FVD21a, FVD21a, LBG20, LWZ21, NMR22, HH22, VKLM21].

evaluation [HDF23].

...
Event-aware [WTS23], event-driven [AIH20].

evidence [MdOT23]. evidence-based

Example-based [CJZ].

Experience-aware [GRV23].

Evaluation [LL21]. Event [WTS23].

Event-aware [WTS23], event-driven [AIH20]. evidence [MdOT23], STM*22.

evidence-based [MdOT23]. Evaluation

[RB23, DSO20], HQNR*22, [KFA23], KGS23, LXLZ20, LTZ*21, [OSJB21], RV22, SGM23, SOMSCT23, WCH*22. Evolutionary

[MLPC20, AA22, BRSR21, BFZC21, JONS*22, WMS23]. evolving

DSB23, IIK21. Examining

[SBF20, WLC*20]. example [CJZ*20].

example-based [CJZ*20]. examples

[Hor21, SRD*21]. Exchange [PKGA22].

executable [SB23], executing [VTS23].

Execution [AZK20, LWL20, HIDT21, KBBD23, MN23, SH20, YAaO*21].

experience

[BB22, FAA22, GKB*21, ZHM*23].

experiences [GRV*21]. experiment

[AC21, DFB20, MDWS*23, PSZ21].

Experimental [FC20]. experimentation

[GAB20, SM21]. experiments [BCF*22, DPRD21, NSL*21, RFS*21, WMS23].

expert [MGSC22, NJ21, SKP20].

Explainable [CACHA23]. Explaining

[CGWS23, MHJW23, TCA22, WCGS23, YZC*22]. explanations [BSCS23]. exploit

[YZC*23]. Exploitation [YZC*23].

Exploiting [YZC*22]. exploration

[SMK23, SVVD21]. exploratory [CPK20, GCF22, LXL*23, MSM21, ZZP21, ZB22].

Exploring [CNJD21, LMZT22, LQY*22, Pat20, SS20, dCM*22]. extended

[dACoIS23, MPGB22, LP*20].

Extension [GBMF22, GKAHMO22].

extensions [CHLT23, GAC20]. extensive

[LWYW20, TSLHS21]. Extent [Vog20].

ExTrA [CGWS23]. extract [SAZ22].

extracting [FFV*23]. extraction [SS23].

eye [HBSV*22].

FaaS [ES23]. FaaSten [YSB*21].

Facilitating [AGL21]. facing [SWH*20].

Factors [AF22, Glk*22, LBT*21, LMZT22, MVGHT22, MGSC22, NdoO*22, RCT22, SM20a, ZGW*20b].

factory [DHM*21]. fail [BEAK21]. failure

[BS23, CLSN23, JS22, SXL*22, TTL20]. failures

[CDLN21, HSJB23, MPXR20].

family [MMSS*23, SSS*20]. family

[DRPD21, RMT*22, SOMSCT23]. far

[BS23, DPD*22]. farmers [SRO*23]. fast

[KDB*21, WDXX23]. Fault

[LL21, VHSB22, DSM20, LWL20, LDH22, MCXZ20, MMH21, MHJW23, MRR*22, XBS21, XZY*20, ZWX20].

Fault-tolerant [LL21]. faults

[DSM20, LST20, OMA*22, SV20].

FCCI [SKP20]. feasible [CBMM20]. Feature

[NZ22, SBBM23, VVBG*23, Vg20, CAF22, CMM*20, EFPC21, HG*23, MMDL23, MMSM*23, TLXW23, WGL*22, ZYZZ21, ZB22].

Feature-based

[NZ22, MMDL23, ZB22].

Feature-weighted [TLXW23]. featured

[SRO*21]. features

[LFH*22, MSHM22, WGL*22, ZJXG20].

featured [CBMK23]. FEBI [HLW*23].

February

[Ano20a, Ano21q, Ano22p, Ano23l].

federated [LLZ*22, VCT20]. feedback

[KDB*21]. female [SRO*23]. field

[ADS*22, CBMM20]. fifty [FKGN23]. filter

[LCC*23b]. filtering [DLX*23, LXYL20].

filtering-based [DLX*23]. Finding

[CPK20, DSM20, TST*21a, TST*21b, YOH*23, RF23]. Findings [BTSC*23]. fine

[XCZ23]. fine-grained [XCZ23]. Finite

[Ibi22]. first [LYT*23]. fit [Bat20, SS20]. fix

[MFBB20, NLS*20]. Fixed [AHT*21].

Fixed-Size-Candidate-Set [AHT*21]. fixes [SK22a]. fixing
[ASK+23, EBAR21, LSSZ21, WLC+20]. **FL**


**FlexRay** [GAL20]. **FLOSS** [WSL+20]. flow [SHWR22, PBC+23]. focus [CKP20].

focusing [NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. Fog [MSC20, MPGB22]. forced [SMKGH23].

**forecast** [ABB+22]. forecasting [TKSC20, DCMR20]. **Formal**

[LZP+20, BGM+21, CBDD+23, CFP+21, HIDT21, LM21]. formal-model [HIDT21].

**formulating** [MLBD21]. formulation [ÖS20, Tai20]. forum [Pat20, YOH+23]. Fostering


[BCLN21, HKP23, PPM+21, SBF20].

**frequencies** [VHSB22]. frequency [CKM+20, MLBD21]. frequency-inverse [CKM+20]. **fumes** [AGC+21].

**Function** [SL20, HLW+23, LL21, SSP21, VHSB22, YSB+21]. **Function-as-a-Service** [SL20, YSB+21].

functional [BFHC20, CJZ+20, CBMM20, GBT+20, KRS+21a, KRS+21b, NMG+20, GCLB22].

**future** [BLHS23, ECMC20, IPB23, MMB22, RFB+22, SCB22, tBS23]. Fuzzing [KZK22]. fuzzy [SKP20].

galaxy [OZVRD21]. gambling [CACHA23].

**Game** [BFZC21, GCSHB20, AA22, PPM+21].

**Game-theoretic** [GCSHB20].

**gamification** [BTSC+23, dPPdJFF21].

**GAP** [DCMR20]. garde [SM21]. gas [ACG+21, DILX+22]. Gated

[HHZW23, YZL+22]. gates [XZW20]. GCC [ZRGJ21]. **GEML** [BRSR21].

**General**

[BGC20, MV$\nu$23, ZY$\nu$+23]. generate [AKBN20, DPRD21]. generated [GGB20].

**Generating** [AIH20, BFZC21, KBBD23, MFBP20].

**Generation** [FZT+22, BDMP21, Ibi22, KA22, KBPMJ20, LWP+21, LXZ20, LCC+23b, LSSZ21, MCZX20, MMDL23, MRA22b, NAD+20, NHA20, aSLF+22, YZC+23, ZYW+22, ZLW+23, ZY$\nu$+23, ZSF+23, EBSB23].

generative [KKE21]. generator [DSB23].

**Generic** [LCC+23a]. genetic [AA22, XBS21]. geo [LLWL22].

geo-distributed [LLWL22].

generically [AZR+21]. German [ZH21]. girls [SGW+22]. Git

[HHK20, DCMR20]. GitHub [DMN+23, GSM+23, GMLD21, LYS+23, WCH+22].

**GitLab** [EHHJ+20]. Gitter [SHB21].

Global [CDT21, BCLN21, MHH21, SM20b].

globally [BSD20]. **GloBug** [MH21].

Goal [LLW+23]. goes [FAA22]. Google [Hor21, SWG+20]. governance [LLZ+23].

government [WSL+20].

government-academia [WSL+20]. **GPUs** [CCS20]. grained [XCZ23]. grammar

[BRSR21, NAD+20]. grammar-based [BRSR21]. **granularity** [BCF23].

**Graph** [BSH+20, DLX+23, FFSB23, ZYL+22, AGL21, CLZ+23, CFT+23, TTB+23, WTG23, YZL+22, ZXL+22, ZSZ+22, PBC+23].

**Graph-based** [BSH+20, FFSB23]. **Graph4Web** [ZLX+22].

graphic [QWHH23]. graphical [AC21, DPRD21]. graphs [AHT+21].

**gravity** [CKM+20]. **Greek** [Man23]. Grey [VKG+23]. ground [GMLD21, VGS+23].

**ground-truth** [GMLD21]. Grounded

[DPGPP23]. group [IR21, IT23]. growth [HCC22]. **GRuM** [VGS+23]. **GT**

[GJW+22]. **GT-SimNet** [JGJ+22].

guarantees [MIH20]. Guest [FBMR20].

**GUI** [RSM+23]. guidance [WR22]. guide

integrative [MMB22]. Intel [Ala21].
Intelligence [MMO22, FEBO22, GPF22, SFR23].
intelligent [CXY+23]. intensity [KGS23].
Intensive [KR23, BGL+22, VKLM21, ZGHG+23].
intention [SS20]. Intentions [Mam23].
Inter [GS20, AHL22, DPGPF23, GPPDLF23].
Inter-Coder [GPPDLF23]. Inter-Process [GS20, AHL22]. Inter-Rater [DPGG23].
intersection [BFL23, CJNDZ21].
Investigation [TO+23, GS20, MV$23$, ROL$21$, SXL+22].
IoT [CAF22, CPD20, EN23, GPF22, KR21, LB+23, MdOT23, POWGH22, RFB20, SBF20, SMB+20, TAF+20, VTS22].
IoT-enhanced [VTS22]. ISO [GRV+21].
ISO/IEC [GRV+21]. isolate [LWZ21].

January

K-Clique [FC20]. Kappa [PDGMT20].
KDM [dSS+22]. KDM-represented [dSS+22].
Kleenex [DD20, FC+23], key [MAK+21, MMB22]. keyword [CZW20].

labeled [HOCK22]. labels [SJ+C+22].

large-scale [Ba20, BSDB20, CLN23, DFC+23, IBP21, KKH+21, LST20, MSMB21, PSGD23, SJ+C+22, UPP+22, WZC+20].

latency [BBF+21, MdSK22]. latency-sensitive [MdSK22]. LAURA [TAF+20]. layer
layered layout [BHHQ+22, CATA21]. layout-based [CATA21], LCVD [WTG23], LDA [YOH+23]. Leading [WSL+20]. leaks [BF22, PCC+20]. learned [BDMP21].


learning-based [ALZ+20, DL21, DDB20, ZGW+20b].


Leveraging [AFJ+20, CF23, ZLSY23].


linguistic [BCF23, POWGH22]. Link [MLPC20]. linking [RPR22]. links [WCH+22].

Linux [DFC+23]. Literature [PFMFMF21, VKG+23, ACCu21, AWMW20, BAV20, DACoDS23, DAP20, DN21, DL22, GRLA20, GB20, GAB20, GFP22, HI22, LBT+21, LZW+23, LLZ+23, MRA+22a, MFLS22, MWFK20, MRM+21, OSM+23, PAM+21, PDGMT20, PSAB22, RBS+23, SL20, VDV21, WFR21, WCL23, ZH22].


Loop-oriented [WTG23]. LSTM [LZ23]. LWS [HDX+23].

Machine [ILUN21, ALZ+20, BKG20, BRSS21, BK20, BHHQ+22, DL21, DBB20, Gir21, MRR+20, MRM+22, PT21, PSZ21, PDDD20, QWGG22, SBM23, ZGW+20b, ZZ22, DD20, HLW+23, JCSN+22, THB22].

Machine-learning [BKG20, PT21]. machine-learning-based [PDDD20].


dPPdJFF21, RATS21, UPP+22, WUK+21.
moderating [LWC20]. Moderator [RCT22], modern [DN21, THG20]. modernization [ASM+21]. modular [HPF23, SVVD21]. module [YDP22].
modules [DHK+23, OEW22, PZDG21]. moment [CKM+20]. monitor [EMCN+22].
monitoring [CBMM20, FR20, JRM+22, MN21a, MN23, SZSV22, VWSCH23, VGS+23, WLS+21].
monitors [ACD+21]. monolithic [LLST20].
Monte [HGH+23]. month [BCF+21].
MrsP [ZGW+20a]. MSL [AMRS20].
MSTIL [QWHH+23]. MT [CNdLL20].
multi-case [GFP21]. multi-concerns [LJT+20]. multi-criteria [ÖS20].
multi-modality [WYLZ23].
Multi-objective [AM23, CYW21, WMS23]. Multi-paradigm [BR+22].
multi-programming-language [LQY+22].
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Processes [PFdMF21, CMP+20, LBT+21, MSC20, VTS22]. Processing
ProgrammableWeb

Program-providers
[ACPM22, WMLM22, CDRV20].
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[MH20].
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[FZT+22, LNST21].
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[SMKI23].
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[FR20].
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[FR20].
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[GPDLF23, SGG22, VH21].
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[DPM+22, KAW+23, OMA+22, PCJNP23].
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[SBD23].
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[Tai20].
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[ADG+20, PKGA22].
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[ALT22, LHF22].

QuixBugs

[YMDM21].
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[FKGN23].

R

[MCSA20, Vid22].

Random

[AHT+21, ZYW+22, BH20].

Rank

[MLPC20].

ranked

[Hor21].

rapid

[LBMF+22].
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[MN23].

Rater

[DPPGP23].
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[MAK+21].

Rational

[SWH+20].

rationale

[AES22].

RE

[IMTS23].

reaching

[MC20].

reactions

[BCF+22].
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[MHOM22].

real

[HIDT21, MCMA21, MLBD21, RPM+22, YAAO+21].

real-time

[HIDT21, MCMA21, RPM+22, YAAO+21].

real-world

[MLBD21].

reality

[ZLC+23].

really

[JS22].

reasoning

[AHP21].

reassurance

[KRC23].

Recognition

[VBMB20, ZLS20].

recognizing

[CZLN23].

Recommendation

[MBP20, LXYL20, QWJH23, WZZ21, WGL+22].

recommended

[SSS22].

Recovery

[MLPC20].

Reducing

[QWG22].

reduction

[ACPM22, AdiBGRZ+23, CWGS23, SSZ20, LWL20].

Refactoring

[AMO21, HMR21, HPF23, IZAD21, LPP20, MRS20, MSB23, PZDG21, SAnZ22, Vog20].

refactorings

[PMDN20, PSAB22].

reference

[GMFO+21a, GMFO+21b].
refinement [DSO20]. refinements [HXJ+20]. reformulation [ZSY23].
refusals [LHN20]. Regression [HHT20]. CQZ+20, LLNC21, MAP+20,
MBP23, MN21b, SGG22. reinforcement [YLHZ20]. rejuvenation [CDN+22].
related [ANC+23, GMCA21, NOP22, KR23, MLBD21, dDLSK23]. Relation
[CQZ+20, KVP23, LGKT22, ZLX+22]. relation-aware [ZLX+22]. Relation-based
[CQZ+20]. relational [TGG21]. relations [BGE+21, LHN20, XTF+21]. Relationship
[THN20, AA23, GFS21]. Release [THN20, dSId23, KCMD21]. relevance
[BEAK21, MH20]. RepliComment [BSGN21]. report [BB22, FAA22, GKB+21, JST+23, LYS+23, WZC+20, ZHH+23, ZSY23]. reports
[JCNS+22, LFH+22, SHB21]. repositories [TKSC20, WCH+22]. representation
[JSTW22, YWS23, ZCLP21]. representations [BVA20]. repair [BVA20]. represented
[MN23]. represented [dSS+22]. Representing [KSF20]. Request
[FZT+22, LNST21, SW23]. requests [FFSB23]. requirement [BRO+22, PRR22].
Requirements [AGPB20, KKH+21, MLPC20, BMHR21, DDB20, FFV+23, GBMF22, KSF+22, KL20, LC20, LK23, WKP20, dSId23, GCLB22, MFLS22, FGS23]. Research
[FBMR20, ADHM23, AF22, APB20, AGP22, ECMC20, FKG23, GW23, GPPDLF23,
HATG21, MMB22, POZ20, SGM23, SFR23, UPP+22, NLTM23, Pie20]. researcher
[RFS+21]. researches [NdSR+21]. ReSIde [SSS+20]. residence [XZY+20]. residual
[OWGS23, ZGW+20a, ZPL21]. response [MFBP20, RK20]. REST [POWGH22].
restoration [XBS21]. result [PPB20]. Results
[FKF+23, ZH21, BCF+22, RMT+22]. retainment [BCF+21]. retrieval
[MAP+20, SH20, SRD+21]. retrieve [GSO20]. reusability [Pat20]. Reusable
[SSS+20]. Reuse [AX21, AW20, BCF23, DBB20, FAF+20, GFS21, MWY+22, SW2+20, SBF20]. reveal
[HBH2+22]. Revealing [UPP+22]. Reverse
Reviewer [VBMB20]. reviews [ANC+23, GCF22, MWF20, NdOdO+22, PDGMT20].
Revisiting [ZLC+23]. revolutions
[SMKGH23]. reward [YLHZ20]. rewriting [SK22a]. rich [DSB23, SS23]. risk
[LW21, TTL20, XCH+20]. risks [BCLN21]. road [GBT+20]. roadmap
[Gla2s, MDWS+23]. robotics [MLS+21]. robots [RCA+22]. Robust
[RFB20, LCC+23a, RPR22]. Role
[HQR+22, LSB+22, LW20, OWGS23,

September
[An20x, An21y, An21z, Ano22x, Ano23r].
Sequence[JH20, CWTZ21, TTB+23].
serverless[ECL+21]. Service
[RFB+22, SL20, SSS21a, SSS21b, SBC20, ASM+21, AM32, BS23, BSH+20, CZW20, GMS22, LGT+23a, LTZ+21, RK20, RFB20, SSS+20, WZZ21, WGY+20, YSB+21, ZLX+22, ZPL21]. Service-Based
[S22si, SSS21b, WGY+20].
service-oriented[BSH+20]. services
[EM20, EN23, LLW+23, ZGHG+23]. session
[HDX+23]. session-based [HDX+23].
sessions[EKIH+20]. set
[RO22, XCH+20, AHT+21]. sets[HOCK22].
setting [Tok22]. seven[GGP21]. severity
[TWX+20]. SEXTAMT [MGSC22]. SGX
[Ala21]. Shape[QWTH23]. Shape-aware
[QWHH23]. shared [LWC20, SV20].
Sharing [GGB+22, LYZ+22]. should
[EBSB23]. Signal[BJB+21]. Signal-Based
[BJB+21]. signatures [YML+22].
significant[LST20]. similar
[DDPP23, GGB+22, MWY+22, WGL+22].
similar-app [GGB+22]. Similarity
[AWMW20, GWJ+22, NRRS20, RPR22, WGY+20]. Similarity-based [AWMW20].
SimNet [GWJ+22]. Simple [GSM+23].
simpler [TAF+20]. Simulated[MSC20].
Simulation
[SBC20, GTT+20, HDX+23, RK20].
simulator[MPGB22, MSC20]. single
[AM23, MC20]. single-tenant [AM23].
sites [HPZ+20, LXYL20, PKGA22]. situ
[VBMB20]. situation [TAF+20].
situation-aware [TAF+20]. six
[BCF+21, LPS+23]. six-month [BCF+21].
Size[AHT+21]. skills[LGKT22]. skip
[JS22]. SLA[HTB21]. SLA-aware
[HTB21]. Slack[SM20b]. SLAs[CDRV20].
sliced [CLZ+23]. slices[SBD23]. slicing
[AS22, LBF+21a, LBF+21b, SK22b, WTS23].
small[APB20, AHT+21, LST20, ACA+23].
Smart
[CFF+23, ACG+21, BHP+21, CLZ+23, DLY+22, GM20, HCB+20, PBC+23, VDVz21, VCT20, YLM+22, YWLLL23].
smart-contracts[PBC+23]. smell
[PDD20, SAZN22, SELS21, TSLHS21].
smell-aware[TSLHS21]. Smells
[PSAB22, HRMR21, LPPG20, MSB21, PT21, PFW21, RB23, WCL23]. SMEs[GGP21].
nippets[ADG+20]. SOA[CPD20].
SOA-based[CPD20]. social
[GCLB22, HATG21, MVGHP22]. society
[VCT20, BNMW23]. socio[PT21].
socio-technical[PT21]. Software
[LMZ22, LQY+22, LGKT22, LHF22, LID+22, LVMRA+20, LBMF+22, MSMB21, MVGHP22, MLS+21, MAK23, MMDL23, MGSC22, MSS21, MMB22, MFLS22, MWFK20, MN21a, MRR22, MRA22b, MoDT23, MHJW23, NRSS20, NJF20, NdSR+21, NAZ22, NDDD20, OMA+22, DDPT20, PLL+23, PKGA22, PPMC22, QWHH22].


System [AAG21, GGP21, CXY+23, HSJB23, KKH+21, KKL+21, LLST20, NMG+20, SKP20, SH20, TS20, WFR21, ADHM23, RATS21]. system-level [NMG+20]. system-of-systems [HSJB23].


BJB+21, KRD+23, VWSCH23, ZKDP22. systems-of-systems [HCB+20]. SZZ [RPS+23].


templates [LYS+23].
tier [MPRX20]. tiered [EM20]. Tigris [MN21a]. time [AAB+22, BS23, BCF+21, CSLN23, HIDT21, LHN20, LID+22, MCM21, NLT23, RK20, RPM+22, SMB+20, YAO+21, ZGW+20a, ZSCD22].

Three-layered [KL20]. three-perspective [PPM+21].


top [Hor21]. Topics [GMCA21]. TOSCA [DJS+22].
TOSCAdata [DJS+22]. Traceability
[MLPC20, FAA22, PC23, WCH+22]. traces
[AHL22, DD20, MN23, SH20]. tracing
[GCF22]. tracking [HHK20, MRS20].
tradeoff [CWGS23], tradeoffs [WCGS23].
traditional [ZH21, ZH22]. Train
[MLPC20, CWT21, CDP22].
transactional [EN23]. transaction
[SELS21, TLXW23, ZJXG20].
transfer-learning [SELS21]. Transferable
[QWHH23]. Transformation
dlbe22, YWW22, KRLS+20, PN21].
Transformation-based [DLBE22].
transformations
[BBW22, SOMSCT23, AZKR20].
Transformed [LMVRA+20]. transformer
[ZLW+23, ZFG+23, HHZW23].
Transforming [KKE21]. Translation
[CATA21]. tree [HGH+23]. trees [ZXW20].
Trello [EMCN+22]. Trends
[BDLR23, CINJZDZ21, Pin20]. triage
[AWS22, JCS+22], triaging [DLX+23].
Triggers [GBMF22], triple [TLXW23].
trust [BSCS23, DLBE22, HG22].
Trustworthiness [MICV23]. trustworthy
[BCW21]. truth [GDLM21]. Tuning
[CYW21]. Turkey [Tok22]. turnover
[SS20]. Twins [DJR+22]. Two
[SMKGH23, TST+21a, AAZB23, BDLT21,
FKF+23, LDH22, TST+21b]. two-phase
[FKF+23]. type [LDH22]. types
[PMND20, RPL+21].

UML [AC21, BHHQ+22, CZLN22].
Uncertainty [ALZ+20, SCN+21, TSP20,
ACPM22, BHP+21, RFB20].
Uncertainty-aware [SCN+21].
understandability [LALM23, PSZ21].
Understanding [KL20, LGKT22, SM20b,
Vid22, VML21, Yu22]. Unified
[SWH+20]. uniform [BMB20]. unit [KA22, THG20].
universal [NRRS20]. Unmanned
[ACA+23]. unnecessary [LDT22].

unsupervised [XLY+21]. Update
[SK22a, MWFK20, STW23]. updated
[dACOdS23]. updates
[ACC+20, HG22, SK22a]. uphill [ES23].
ups [ZH22]. Usability [NLI22, SZZV22].
Usage [THN20, KFJA23]. usage-driven
[KFJA23]. usages [HBZV+22]. use
[BMB20, GPF22, GBK+23, LBF+21a,
LBF+21b, SLL20, SM20b, dCMM+22]. used
[MCH22, PPMCC22, PSCGD23, ZH22].
usefulness [TGG21, dTLSK23]. User
[MWY+22, AAZB23, ABP20, BSCS23,
DPRD21, GCF22, GM20, MDWS+23,
MRA22b, SSO+23, TGG21, WGL+22,
ZFC+22, BFL23]. users [MHJW23].
userspace [DD20]. Using
[ALB20, AAB+22, HELW20, lbi22, NHA20,
XTF+21, AHP21, AHL22, ABT+22,
BHHQ+22, dACO21, CAF22, CKM+20,
DHM+21, GGB20, GRV+21, KDB+21,
KOPN22, LZF+20, Mam23, MLP20,
MC20, MHOM22, MHI21, NdsR+21, PT21,
PLP+20, PDGM20, PMD20, DPdJFF21,
QWG22, SMK23, SRD+21, SBM23,
SOMSCT23, TXW+20, TBD+23, VHSB22,
WMLM22, WSL+20, YCDM23, ZFC+22,
ZFS+22, ZXW20, BFHC20]. UX
[APB20, NdOdO+22].

valid [THG20]. validation
[FGG+20, LTJ+20, LM21, MRR+20,
MRM+21, ZHM+23]. validity [HXJ+20].
validity-based [HXJ+20]. values
[KKE21, RFB20, SSO+23, WSL+20, ZB22].

VANET [FR20]. Variability
[DHK+23, KGS23, FGS23]. variable
[SV20, ZPL21]. variant [DSB23].
variant-rich [DSB23]. Variants [RPS+23].
variation [LSBG21]. variations [YSS22].
various [GS21a, GS21b]. vehicle [GAL20].
vehicles [ALZ+20, FR20, VGS+23].
vehicular [FR20]. Vendor [SM20a].
verification
[AHP21, ACPM22, ALZ+20, ADS+22].
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